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PROAI is a very flexible AI system, written in Blue Prints for the Unreal Engine. - Game3D

About ProAI
ProAI is based on the AI character and a powerful Spawn Manager System. You place a AI character on the map and setup values in the AI setup. The AI setup contains everything you need to make different types of AI. 
* A few of the basic Guard AI functions are:
- Guard at place
- Guard around home location
- Guard and follow a path
* You can setup the AI to be a Pet:
- Dismiss Pet
- Follow Player
- Protect Player
- Heal Player
We have also a chase stop system for:
- Stop chasing, if maximal distance from home location is reached (adjustable)
- Stop chasing, if maximal distance between AI and enemy is reached (adjustable)
- Stop chasing, if AI coul't not make any attack to the enemy, within a time frame. (adjustable)
ProAI AI Enemy Detection
ProAI uses both basic AI enemy detection and AIPerception (sight and sound). 

ProAI Weapon System
The weapon system is split up to have a short ranged and a long ranged weapon slot for the AI. For each slot, you can  choose a weapon from a list. Each weapon has thier own configurations - character animation for the attack, attack range for the weapons and more. ProAI will choose the right weapon, depending the distance, to use against the enemy.

ProAI Behavior Tree
The behavior tree works using behavior groups (Guard at home, Guard around Home, etc) Each of these groups are controlled by using stats. (Seek for enemy, chase enemy, etc) The PET functionality is made with a such behavior. It is possible to jump from one behavior to another.
EXAMPLE:  The PET player protection action. If the pet is set to protect the player, then the PET behavior changes to a Guard behavior. The pet will chase and attack the players enemy. Once done, the AI will switch back to being a pet.

Low Health Functionality
There are 3 actions, the AI can do, if the LOW HP trigger occurs:
- AI will flee away and try to hide from the enemies, as long as the current HP is below the flee trigger.
- AI will walk/run to a TRAP location and wait. (ProAI contains 2 trap examples)
- AI yells for help within an adjustable range (agro the other AI to chase the enemy)
The low health system also has a customizable health regeneration system. If you use health regen and a low HP threshold is setup, the AI will go back to previous behavior before the low hp trigger was activated.

AI Respawn and Death
You can setup the respawn timer for each individual AI. The AI will respawn according to the respawn behavior that is chosen - at home location, or within a radius around the home location.

ProAI Path system
It is super easy to to make a path for the AI. You only need to place WAY MARKER ACTORS to the map and do some setup! The marker contains an ID for the path, and you can setup wait time, AI speed and also the order of the markers per path. The AI is setup using the ID for the path, and uses the Follow a path behavior. 

Loot Window
There is a loot window / widget, occure, if you has shoot at a enemy, and this enemy died. This is only a little example, how you can use the RecordDamageCausers and CheckOutputLoot Function from the AI Component BP.
Those functions check the damage, the AI got from different players, and then, if the AI died, show the damage the player did, and wich player did most damage.
So the Loot Wondow is just a small example, what you could to with this functions.

How do I make my own AI character?
Then best way to make a AI character using ProAI, is by using the parent base AI character included with ProAI , and then make a instance of it. You then exchange the skeletal mesh, animation bp, the attack animations and weapon items you want to use. 
Tip! You can use invisible weapons to damage the enemies. (Take a look at the PET character example BP.)
The AI character BP contains 2 components - The AI component, what holds most of the AI code, and a detection component for the AI system enemy detection, death and team handling. 
The AI weapon system is build for long ranged weapons (guns and grenades) and the short ranged (melee) weapon. This means, that the code in the character BP is also split up to handle projectile attack (long range) and melee attack (short range). The AI BP uses melee hit box detection. The skeleton contains sockets for weapons and for the melee detection box. Also, the weapon item setup contains the weapon minimim/maximum damage and a weapon type variable.

How easy is it to change the player from PROAI to use your own player class?
To do this you need to add the detection component to your player BP and also some of the code from this BP. The code in the blueprint is well documented, so it should be easy to find what you need to copy and paste to your new player class. You will need to copy everything related to the pet functionality and also parts from the damage system. You will also need some of the variables of the player setup, like team. You can also use a completely different weaponsystem for your player and just call the damage events.
It is possible that you will need to take a look at the AI core system BP in your new player class. I tried to solve this as much as possible, but there are possibly some BP's left where you may experience minor issues when changing the player class. If you find such a problem, please let me know trough the support mail.
Note! To have less troubles with players, use the basic player from PROAI or an instance of it as your player class!

How do I start working with ProAI?
You can place and setup a single AI characters on your map if you wish, but there is a better and much more powerful system in ProAI! You can use the dynamic and modular Spawn Manager System for placing AI to the map, and controlling the AI spawn through the spawn manager.

ProAI Spawn Manager System
Basic Manager Functions:
- Handle the AI spawn and AI removal
- Take all data from the AI you placed to map and use that information to replicate more AI
- Store all important data of the AI, like last location and current health
- You can use more than one AI type per manager !

Advanced Manager Functions:
The powerful part of the Spawn Manager is the grouping mode! You can grouping managers together so you can use one manager of the group as master to control all other managers of the group. This method allows you to make behaviors like a wave event, or it is useful for dungeons - for example, to open doors, if all AI of the AI from the group got killed. There is a example map, in ProAI, that shows you how you can setup events like this! ProAI also contains a panel to show text for working with the grouped managers.
Each group can be setup as follows (for exmaple), if all AI in the Spawn Managers are killed:
- Loop through all managers of this group
- Do all managers of the group only once
- Randomly choose a spawn manager of the group
With this manager system, you will be able to place X numbers of AI on a map and control how AI is spawned and managed, by using this system.
With all the basic systems you get, you can expand the system with your own ideas easily, once you get familiar with ProAI.

MULTIPLAYER?
PROAI is 100% written and tested to work properly with dedicated servers and multiplayer system in UE4 as well as for supporting single player mode. 
On Rep Notify replicated variables are used to properly replicate state changes from server to clients.
__________________________________________________________________________________
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ProAI AI SETUP
Next chapter explain the AI setup in detail. I recommend that you open the basic tutorial map and take a look at the setup there. This is also helpful, to help you get familiar with ProAI.
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Description of the AI Setup:
Spawn Manager ID
If this value is > 0, then this AI is using the same ID number as you have to setup for the manager. 
How Many Clons?
This is the number of AI, the manager will spawn (1 - X number of AI)
Name Of AI
This is the name of you'r AI (at moment only used into pet and for better oversight, if you place AI to the map)
Behavior
Behavior, is the base behavior, this AI is using. The following of the list are availlable as base behavior:
- GuardAtPlace
- GuardAroundHome
- PatrolaPath
- AnimalFleeAway
- PetBehavior
All other are not in use or intern used !
Team
This setup our AI to use this team (pet automaticaly switch to the owner of the pet team, and switch back, if it get dismissed.
Agro Range
The agro range basically is a base range, where the AI will seek for enemies. But this range is also used as range for spawning the AI around the home location. So if you use this, also think about that.
Attack Range
The attack range is used for trigger the melee or even short range weapon.
Attack Long Range
Attack long range is used for long ranged weapons like rifles or grenade's for trigger the attack.
Out Chase Distance
This is the distance between the AI and the enemy, where chasing stops.
Max Chase Distance
This is the distance from home location to AI, where the chase stop get triggered.
Chase Time Out
This is the time (delay) where is used to check attack to the enemy. If the AI could not do any attack, between this time, then the AI stop chasing.
AI Respawn Time
This is the time in second, the AI is waiting for next respawn, after it got removed after dead. set this to -1 means, that the bodies never get removed ( maybe causing lag then ).
AIMax Health
This is the maximal health the AI can have. After spawn, AI is full health.
Low Health
This is the trigger, where our AI switch to interact with low health.
- AI flee away = set to any number. Ask for Help not set and no Trap Target is set !
- AI move to trap = if any trap actor is set.
- AI ask for friend help = if Ask for Hlep checkbox is set and also helper radius is set.
Regeneration Per S
If this is greater then 0, then the AI use this number as HP regain per second.
AI Normal Speed
This is used as the AI normal speed
AI Path Speed
This is used as normal basic path speed and also for move back to home location
AI chase Speed
This is used for chase speed
Weapon Slot
This needs a bit of explaining about how it works.
- number 0 means, that no weapon is used / unequipe. 
- number 1 means, that the AI only use short ranged weapon slot
- number 2 means, that the AI only use long ranged weapons.
If you setup number 2, then the AI search a better place for attacking, if the enemy get to near to the AI. This is nice, if the AI use some thing like grenads. If the checkbox (Use Both Weapon?) is true, then the AI is using both systems together. This means, if the Enemy get near, it switch to use short range, if Ai is into the long range distance, it is using even long ranged weapons.
Short Range Weapon
Choosed weapon item the AI will equipe for short range / melee
Long Range Weapon
Choosed weapon item the AI will use for long range
Use Both Weapon?
This let the AI choose the right weapon for long or short range, depending the distance to the AI. See also Weapon Slot.
Melee Hit Eff
This is the effect actor, the melee attack is doing by hit the enemy
Melee Miss Eff
This is the effect actor, the melee attack is doing by a miss hit 
Bullet
This is the projectile actor, the AI is using for long ranged weapons. This also could be a spell projectile.
Heal Eff
This is the heal effect actor, used for pet functionality, if a pet heal the pet owner.
Short Range Anim M
This is the animation montage for melee or even short ranged attacks
Long Range Anim M
This is the animation montage for longranged weapons, the AI will use
! Take a good look at how all the animations and animation notifiers are setup in the AI. Also take a look to the animation BP event graph and locomotion setup !
Sight Distance
This is one of the 3 enemy dedection, ProAI is supporting. You can setup the distance of sight. 0 distance means, that the AI dont use this !
Visual Angle
This is the view angle for the sight perception.
Hear Radius
This is the radius, where the AI is hearing for enemy noises
Trap Target
If there is a target set, then the AI is using this target actor to move to. This is working only, if you also setup Low Health greater then 0.
Ask for Help
If this is true and Low Health is greater then 0, then the AI ask for friendly help. This means, that the friends start to chase the same enemy. 
Ask Helper Radius
This is the radius around the AI, where the AI ask for help.Ask for help, only work, if low health is greater than 0.
AI Dialoque
This is not used in this version for ProAI. It is prepared for later use.
AI Pathing / Path IDNumber
Basicaly this is used for pathing AI. This is the ID of the path, the AI will use for walk along a path.
But this is also used, if the AI is a pet. In this case, the number 0 means, that the pet stay at home location. If it is set to number 1 then the pet is walking around the home location.

Now, we are done with AI setup documentation. Please, take a look at all AI setups and at the basic tutorial map, to get familiar with what you can do with ProAI setup.

Spawn Manager Setup
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This chapter is for the spawn manager functionality and what the variables are doing into the manager setup.
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Manager Setup
AI Manager ID
Unique number for a manager! Every manager need to have a unique ID number. The AI also need to have this number setup, so it work together with the manager.
Spawn Radius
This is the radius from the centre of the spawn manager, where the managed AI get spawned around a random location.
Activate Distance
The distance where the Spawn Manager becomes active and spawn the managed AI's, once a player enters it.
Deactivate Distance
The distance, where the manager remove all managed AI of this manager.
Respawn Time
The length of time after death AI respawn. If set to 0, then no AI respawn again.

Group Control Setup
Group ID
This is the group ID of a few different manager's, to work as group together, by using one of the grouping manager as a master. Remember, if we want we can use empty managers to, if need.
Order
Order is used to get an order for the group. Grouping works like this: spawn one group manager AIs. if all are dead, take the next manager and spawn all of the AI. AI respawn time and manager respawn time need to be set to 0, for this.
Is Master
This make this manager to be a master. Only one master per group will work properly. A master is controlling the player left and enter mechanic, and it contains the group behavior, like loop all and those.
Manager Group Behavior
Choose one of the behaviors. We have loop through all managers, do all only once, and choose randomly one manager of the group.
Wait Time
The wait time is the time after all AI got killed, before the next manager of the group spawn the AI.

Triggers for the spawn manager
There are 3 trigger typs prepared for our purpose.
Door/Barrier trigger
This trigger is working like a door. If all AI of the selected manager got killed, it trigger the trigger. In the case of a door, it open the door, or make the barrier walkable.
Panel Trigger
The panel trigger is switching between 2 prepared text, and also the background colors. It is working same as the door trigger, about Killed AI. You have a checkbox for reverse the whole function. You be able to setup the text.
Widget Trigger
Your widget trigger example, work exactly same as the other triggers, except, that it show you a widget message text on the screen. You be able to setup text, and Manager ID and Group ID into the treigger actor.
How to use triggers?
Just place a trigger of you choice to the level and setup manager ID, manager group ID, and if need the other parameters for your uses. If the manager get done, it automaticaly show the right trigger, ot doing things on it, like even open a door. You can easy making new triggers, by using the basic trigger as a parent to make child BPs!
Please, also take a longer look, how i made the manager show case map / tutorial !

Support : game3d@game3d.ch
www.game3d.ch
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